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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
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From one-on-one meetings to
speaking on a stage, knowing how to
craft and deliver engaging
presentations is a vital skill in every
line of business. Whether you're a new
presenter or seeking to refine your
knowledge based on the latest best
practices, this course gives you the
model and tools to deliver compelling
presentations with confidence and
charisma.

Taught by Sardek Love, International
Keynote speaker and  Author of
Presentation Essentials. In this
course you'll dive straight into hands-
on skills practice, refining your
delivery, and fine-tuning every aspect
of your performance. You'll will walk
away the skills require to deliver a
powerfully persuasive presentation.
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In this transformational experience,
you will learn to:

Structure your content for
maximum engagement and
persuasion.

Craft narratives and weave stories
into your presentations that create
powerful emotional connections
and inspire action.

Transform your ideas into visually
stunning presentations that unleash
your creativity and leave a lasting
visual impression.

Master the nuances of virtual
presentations

Refine your delivery skills by
employing a variety of simple yet
effective body language  and vocal
modulation techniques 

Craft and deliver a live 10-minute
practice presentation with ease

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
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HIGH IMPACT PRESENTATIONS MADE EASY

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

This course equips you with the
framework, tools, and ongoing skill
development to become a dynamic and
engaging speaker. The program is
specifically designed for... 

Trainers and Facilitators  who want to
captivate their audiences with easy
and confidence.

Sales Professionals Close deals and
win clients with persuasive
presentations that leave a lasting
impression.

Managers and Leaders Inspire your
team and drive results with impactful
communication skills

Coaches and Consultants who want to
transform their technical expertise
into interactive presentations.

Subject Matter  who want to win buy-in
with enhanced presentation design
and delivery skills.

Attendees receive exclusive access to
the following BONUS content:

Create Stunning Visuals with CANVA
You’ll follow on demand video tutorials
to quickly and easily create eye-
popping slides and handouts. 

Video Examples from Sardék's
Presentations
While building your presentation to
deliver to your peers, you’ll see
examples of concepts and techniques
from Sardék's high-fee presentations. 

Own The Room Insider Tips
We go beyond the basics and share
techniques people pay thousands to
learn from experts like Sardék.

Presentation Essentials (Book)
Receive a copy of Sardék's insanely
popular book to use the ultimate quick
reference guide.

UNMATCHED RESOURCES

COURSE FORMAT & LENGTH
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Call Us: 540-520-5733
Email Us: splove@ictscorp.com

Format: Face-to-Face
Length: 2 Days

Format:4 sessions, 
Length: 3 hours per
session. 
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Crafting A Powerful Presentation

The Power of Storytelling

Presenting Visually Stunning Images

Openers and Closers

Delivering Content Online

Presentation Structure

The High Impact Storytelling
Formula

Basics of Creating Great Visuals

Attention Grabbing Openers

Lights, Mics, Cameras, Screens,
Action

The Makeup of a Powerful
Presentation

How to use AI as a Storytelling
Coach

How to use Canva to Design Eye
Catching Slides

Climatic Closers

How to Engage a Virtual Audience

Different Types of Presentations

Delivering a Speech
Keynote vs Other Presentations Speaker Spotlight: Analyzing

Keynote Presentations
Audience Engagement Tactics

Skills Practice
Each participant will deliver a 10-minute presentation they create
during the course

Agenda
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